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In the collections of the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC is 
a French manuscript miscellany, shelf mack Vb. 49, with the words "Melange 
de pieces" written on the spine of its original, latt' sixteenth-century sheepskin 
binding. The documents bound in the codex are not themselves ~originals" 
but rather duplicates copied into it. They include, among other texts, a treatise 
on the distribution of ecclesiastical authority between the French monan:h and 
the pope followed by a related discussion of punishments and jurisdictional 
issues for categories of malefactors; poems by Catherine Desroches; 
~peeches delivered to the Queen Mother and to Henri III by various regional 
authorities; a letter and a speech concerning the possible marriage of Queen 
Elizabeth of England to the Due d'Anjou; letters from Elizabeth herself to 
Henri III and to the Queen Mother on the subject of Michel de Castelnau, 
to England; letters from Henri III of Navarre to the Parliament of 
Paris and to the Faculty of Theology of the Sorbonne; a copy in French of the 
will of Michel de L'Hospital; and, from fol. 44r to fol. 60v, a heretofore 
unidentified copy of Etienne de La Boetie's Discours tie Ia Sm•ilude vo/mzlaire. 1 
As this intriguing list of documents suggests, Vb. 49 merits a comprehen-
sive analysis. My remarks in this essay , howt"Ver, be focused on the copy of 
the Smrib11h vo/mztaire contained in it and on the four sixteenth- and seventeenth 
century manuscripts of La Boetie's treatise held at the Bibliotheque nationale 
de France. Mter describing the Folger manuscript, I turn to a dispute concern-
ing the dating of the copies at the BnF, basing my analyses in large part on 
watea marks. As C. M. Briquet, author of the monumental Filigranes: · 
des rnaTf[UD du papier des leur r-e1:s 1282 jusqu'm 1600, readily 
I For a brief overview of French holdings at the: Folger ShUkc:spc:are Libr.uy, sec 
Phyllis K. Lcffic:r and john C. Rule, "French History Holdings in the: Folger l...&br.uy," 
Frmdl Hi.storiarl vol. 9, n° 3, 1976, pp. 532-536. Lcfllc:r and Rule do not mention 
Vb. 49 in their di.o;cu.o;sion. 
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acknowledged, watermarks are an inexact science.l Nonetheless, used judi-
ciously they can provide valuable infounation, particularly when couohorated 
by other evidence. Most of the manuscripts considered in this essay have 
recognizable watetmarks and their identification can help resolve lingering 
questions about the dating of the different copies of the Sm•iLude r•olontairt. They 
also tum out to be intriguing for an additional reason: the Folger copy and 
two out of the four Paris copies are on paper made by papet makers operating 
in and around Troyes, with a particular concentration in the town of Chalons-
sur-Mame.:l Whether this is significant remains to be deteuuined. Mter 
putting forth my fmdings concerning papennakers and the dating question, I 
briefly present and discuss some of the variants found in the Folger 
manuscript, comparing its text with that of the early manuscripts held at the 
BnF as well as a manuscript of the Sm>iullk r•olontaire held at the Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana di Milano. Once belonging to Gian Vincezo Pinelli, this relatively 
unknown copy has recently been described by J.-E. Girot in an article that 
also briefly discusses a manuscript of the Sen>itutk r•oiDnfnirt found at the 
Archives de Chambery in the lim! dt roir011 of Jean de Piochet. 4 I conclude the 
essay with some thoughts about productiw areas for further research, some of 
which I hope to pursue, and all of which would benefit from the expettise and 
the legwork of other scholars. 
l For a thoughtful discw•.'iion of Briquet's methods and tht~ uses and abuses ol 
"liligranolo~-,ry," published a' the intmdut.1ion to Briquet'~ collct.1ed "minor" work.~, ~:c 
Allan H. Stt:venson, "Briquet and the Futun: of Paper Studies," in Briquets OpumJ.tL· 
The Canplett Worts qf Dr. C. M Briquet ~I l..eJ Fdigmnes (Hilver.;um, The Paper 
Publications S.x.:icty, 1955 ), pp. xv-1. 
:! Tht· peculiar situation of Chillons-sur-Marnc during the Wars of Religion-a 
royalist town in the middle of Li.gue tcnitory that managed to maintain a cenain 
amolUlt of political autonomy and avoid the extn:mcs nf anti-Prntestantism reached 
clscwhcn:-ha~ recently brcn the ~-u~ct.1 of two sustained studies. Sec Mark W. 
Konncn, CU>ic Agmdtu and &/WAlr Passiotu: CluUons-sur-Mrtme during the Fmu:h Wizu '!} 
Re/ifj.on. 1560-1594, Sixtct.'11th Century Es.~ays & Studies (Kirk.,villc: Trumant State 
University, 1997) and LoClll Pulilics in the Frorrlr WmJ q{Re/ifj.on: The Touws f!lOwmptpe. 
the Due de Guire, and the Ca/Jwlic J...uwue. 1560-95 (Burlington, A~Katc, 2006). 
UnfonWJatcly for the t.'UliUit discussion, Konncn·~ studies address neither paper-
making nor printing. On thc!ot' subjects, sec Amedee Utote, Hi.sluin de fimprimerie d 
Cluiloru-sur-Mtrme.· notit:es biogmphiques et bibliogmphiques SliT les imprimeurs. librnira, rrlieurs et 
lillwxmphes ( 1488-1894) am: 'fTUITf/IJeS !Jpogmphique.t et illuslmlions (Chalons-sur-Marne and 
Pari~: 1894; reprint, Nicuwkoop: B. de Grd, 1969) and Louis Lc C1en, u P~ 
Recherd!es el notes jKN1 d l"histoirr taJ /Jfi/Mr, d T "!JCS et em•ir•s depuis k 
qutllor(.i}me sikk, 2 vol~. (Paris: A 1'En.'lcigne de Pegase, 1926~ 
1 Sec J.-E. Gimt, "Une version inconnue du Discours de In DOIIJIItttire de LA 
&itie," Bibliolheque tf'Humanim.e d n° 3, 2001, pp. 551-565. The shelf mark 
for the codex wntaining the copy of the Sen>iJude oolontairr at the Biblioteca 
di Milano is A 70 Inf. For the manWICript at the Archives de ChambCry, it i.'l Sc:rie 1 J 
279 (1). To my knowledge, the Piodtc:t manmuipt, which I have not yet had the 
npponWlity to sec, was first signaled by Jean Paul Barbier, Ma Bibliollrei[IU poitique, 
Dcuxii:me oanic. Ronsard !Geneva: Druz. 1990). D. 326. 
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FolgerVb. f9 
Henry Folger acquired the codex cunently bearing the shelfmark Vb. 49 
in early 1925 from the W. T. Smedley collection. The ittm appears as No. 42 
in the Smedley catalogue. Smedley had purchased it at a Sotheby's auction of 
manu•cripts once belonging to the great collector Sir Thomas Phillipps. In the 
Sotheby's sales catalogue, the manuscript is listed under the heading "MARY 
Q OF SCOTS. Rl:cUEIL DE PI teES HISTORIQUES DU SEIZIEt.IE SII?.CLE." This 
appellation may explain Smedley's inttl"est in the manuscript-he was a 
collector of documents relating to Queen Elizabeth-as well as the fact that the 
copy of the Smitwk J•olontaire in it has escaped noticed by scholars of the 
French Renaissance. Indeed, among the documents found in the manuscript 
that are listed by name in the catalogue, only one is singled out for particular 
attention: "DISCOURS TOUCHANT LA ROYNE D'ANGU:TERRE CONTRE LA 
ROYNE D'EscOSSE (Mary Q of Scots), trouv~ entre les papiers de feu 
Cavagnes." This "discours" was subsequently extracted from the manuscript 
and is cu11mtly at the Morgan Library in New York with the shelf mark MA 
897. The catalogue description of the manuscript also claims, without 
explaining why, that it probably belonged tojacques-Auguste de Thou.j 
A note in pencil on the inside of the front cover of the manuscript 
indicates that it was once #4609 in Phillipps' manuscript collection. In the 
Phillipps catalogue, it is entitled "Melanges Historiques, &c." The brief 
description of the · pt there mentions only that it includes a .. Discours 
sur Ia Majeste & Dignite du Roy" as well as a "D" sur Ia Royne d'Anglete11c, 
& Ia Reyne d'Escosse, &c. &c." Phillipps purchased the manuscript fromjohn 
Thomas Payne, an eminent bookseller, ca. 1830.1; In addition to rehearsing 
much of this infonuation, Seymour de Ricci includes two additional details in 
his census of medieval and · manuscripts in the United States and 
in Canada. First, the manuscript apparently belonged to someone by the 
name of Connay ca. 1600. (The name Connay or Connays appears at the top 
of fol. I r of the · see Figure 1.) Second, the portion of the 
currently at the Morgan Library was removed by someone by the 
name of Pearson. Curiously, in his otherwise exhaustive list of the manu-
script's contents, de Ricci omits any reference to La Boetie's treatise.7 
Vb. 4-9 is foliated 1-198 in the same hand, although folios 102-114, 168-
183, and 186-189 are wanting. The whereabouts offolios 102-114 are known-
~Sec item #507 in the Sothcby, Wilkinson & Hodge sak.-s catalogue for June 15-18, 
1908. 
ti Sec Thomas Phillipp!i, The PhilliJIJU Mt11JWC7ipts: lilmmmt iR 
6ihliutluc:a D. Phillipps. BT. (lmprcssus Typis Mcdi()·Monmnis, 1837-1871; 
reprint, With an Introduction by A N. L. Munby. London: The Holland Ptcs.~, 1968~ 
On Phillipp!~' life and cullL"t.1ion, including his relationship with P.clync, !let: AN.L. 
• 
Munby, ~l1111 · (London: Constable, 1967). 
7 Sec Seymour de Ricci, Cmsw ~j"Meual t111d Rm-8un~~oe iR the Uniltl/ 
.J S vols. (New York: The H. W. Wilson Company, 1935), vol I, pp. 44-9-
450. 
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they are now in the Morgan Library. The location of the other missing folios is 
not lmown. The documents copied into the codex are in two different 
professional scribal hands. The first hand is found through folio 143 while the 
second is found from folio 144 to the end of the manuscript. Many folios are 
blank. This fact, along with the binding and the high quality of the paper, 
demonstrate that it was a fairly deluxe manuscript. 
All of the paper in the manuscript has the same watermark. It is 
comprised of a capital letter "B" within a shield surmounted by a crown and a 
quatrefeuilles on a stem, with the name NICOLASLEBE in a banner below. 
A member of a prominent paper making family-we will see the Le Be name 
again-, Nicolas Lt- Be was active in Chcllons from around 1553 to 1605. The 
presence of the papennaker's name in the banner with a distinctive r:uor-the 
'·A" in Nicolas is upside down-makes precise identification of the watermark 
possible. It couesponds exactly with Briquet #8081. According to Briquet, 
paper bearing this watermark appears in the early 1580s. Given this informa-
tion and the fact that none of the documents in the manuscript bears a date 
later than 1585, it seems reasonable to assume that the manuscript was 
composed in the late 1580s or early 1590s. In any case, it was made after the 
first printed editions of the Smihttk r•okmtaire were published in 15 77, which is 
the single most important issue when it comes to the dating of the manu-
• 
scnpts. 
The manuscript opens with a "Table sommaire des matieres et temes en 
ce present livre ou registre" (I r; see Figure I). In the second hand is added 
':Jusques au feuille 144." On folio 144-r is a "Table du contenu en ce presente 
repenoire Cy apris transcript" listing the contents in the second part of the 
manuscript. The entry for the Smitutk in the "Table sornmaire" reads 
"Discours ample pour monstrer que Ia domminacion de plusieurs ne peult 
estre bonne fol. xliiij" ( 1 r). This somewhat misleading designation the Smitude 
r·okmtaire was not "rebaptised" (to use Montaigne's expression) Lt coniT'un for no 
reason-is expanded on the first page of the treatise.11 Its title there is "Discours 
pour monstrer que Ia domminacion de plusieurs ne peult estre bonne Actendu 
que Ia puissance d'un seul se trouve bien souvent Insupponable Mesmes 
quand II advient quil prent ce tiltre de Maistre dont on peult voir qui! a este 
mal conclud et lnfere en ce distic francois" (44r; ~ Figure 2). Of the extant 
titles for the treatise, this is by far the most elaborate. The "distic francais" in 
question presumably consists of the two verses from the Iliad that open the 
Smitude r•okmtaire. Nowhere in the manuscript is the author of the treatise 
mentioned. 
a Early in "De l'amitic," Montaignc write~ that "C't.~ vn discours auqucl il donna 
nom De Ia Snuilndt rulmt11ire [.nc], mais ccu.~ qui l'ont ignore, l'ont bien pmprcmeut 
dcpuis rcbapti'iC, lc contrc vn.," Michel de Essais de Mwirr Midlel · de 
Munlllime !Bordeaux~ S Millanlo!Cll. 1580l. f. 252. 
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ne BaF Maaaacripta aad tlae Debate 
As is weU known, the first complete print edition of the Sm•ihult 1•owntaire 
appeared anonymously in 1577, almost fifteen years after La Boetie's death in 
1563, in the third volume of a collection of historical documents and 
Protestant writings entitled de l'estaJ de France, som Ozmles 
Tht ee years earlier, in 15 74, reworked fragments of the Smritude r•olontaire had 
appeared in an earlier Protestant work, this one responding to the 15 72 St. 
Bartholomew Day Massacres.IO In 15 79, the Parliament of Bordeaux had 
copies of the MtnwiTes burned. II Thereafter, La Boetie's treatise seems to have 
'I Simon Gnulart, MEMO/RES de l'estat de Fmnce. SOUS CHARLES .Neufi,esmes, 3 vok 
0 
(Mciddclbnurg [Geneva?]: 1577). The vcn.inn nf On Volunlllry Smilullt published in the 
Mr:muires is often ""id to bt: entitled "Contr'un" but thi.~ is not the Lese in any of the 
editions I have cun§Ulted, whic.:h include all those at the Bibliothcque nationale in Paris 
and the copy at Dukt· Univcrity's Perkins Library. On the publication hi.'itmy of the 
Smritutlt vulon!Ltire in ditrcn1lt editions of the Memuires, sec J. Calemard, L "Edition origin11le 
dt ""lA Savitude oolunttlirt •• (Paris: Giraud-Badin, 194 7 ), which gathen. together the two-
part article by the !'aDtc nan1e appearing in the Bull.etin du Bibliophile, May-June 194 7, 
pp. 209-229 and 268-283. Claudt· Barrman identified a stand-alone edition nf the 
Smitude l'oWn!Ltire dated 15 77 and entitled Vuoe dtscriplion de Ill Tpflllnie. t1 des Tpnns. mre.-
les de se p(JII/ir de /au St."C Claude Barmann, "Exemplaircs uniqucs nu 
r.uil!l;imcs COil.'ICTVCs a Ia Bibliuthi:quc municipale de Grenoble," Bibliothequt d"Humtt-
nisme et RnutiutiiiCt, vul. 51, n° I, 1989, pp. 139-145. Fur further di!i.."US.~Illl ofthi.~ cditinn 
uf the St:rviJude rolonuVr, including the wntmtion that it pmbahly postdates the 15 7 7 md the 
1578 edition.' ofthe Memoires, sccJat:quL-sJol'cph lA &lie: u ""J:istrat "'t ~~anb,mr 
"!)!flirt.t (Le Bugc: PI R Cditcur, 1992), pp. On pagt" 358 uf his bunk, Dcsplat ha~ 
rcpn.odoccd the titlc page of the Vw ~Tiptim. 
tn Thi.' text wa.~ fir..1 published in Latin and then quickly tr.anslatt·d into French and 
Dutch. Sec Nicola~ Bamaud [?], Dinlogi ab FttcebiD Philndelp/UJ ws""lflllliln in ~,dJunmt tl 
C4tlerfii1DII llllli«UDn qtllitlll lJIID'II1'I primw ab ipso nudurt m:~tus & mdts: oJJer unl 
in IIUIIC prinuon .filit, 2 vuL ... (Edimburgh (Bille?]: Jat:obus Janut:us, 1574), 
Nicow Bamaud [?], Le des Fmncuir.. et de leurs roisitu. anposi pm Lutbe 
Philtrltlpht mfumu de 2 vok (Edimbourg [Lausanne?]: De l'impri-
meric de Jacques James, 1574), and Niwla.o; Bamaud [?], DtT Fntlla!Jstll mde llatrdn 
~bunm dour E'ttcebium ]lilt (Dordrccht: 
1574). The ~)rkcd French text that "PI~"n. in Le des P,mpis can be iMllld 
in an appendix of the Flamrnarillll ediriun of the ~(Paris: 1983). The Latin 
text om be found in Paul Bunnd1.m's editillll of La Boetic's ffiM"tJ complelts (Bordeaux: G. 
Gow1ouilhou, 1892) and L'l al!il) reprintt.'<l in Luui.o; Dcsgr.tVC 's ediriun uf the aJfiipl/te.s 
(Burdcaux: William Blake and Co., 1991 ~ Digitized versiun.'l of the full text of the- I .arin 
edition and of French edition.o; arc also available thrnUJ.,'h Early EnJ.,.fWI Book.~ Online. 
For a detailed cornpari!ilm of two diftcrcnt French editions of the RiMJie-fflnlill, sec 
Barbier, Mn Bibliollteqw pottiqve, op. cit., pp. 3 79-383. For further di!il.-ussion of the early 
print editiun.~ mentioned here, a.o; well a'l an overview of the manu.~ripts held at the 
BnF di!i..1lS!il:d at more knJ..rth bclow, see Michel Magnicn, Etinute tit La .Bollie (Pllris: 
Mtmini, 199 7 ). 
II On the burning of the Mtt~~oir"O, liCe Louis Dcsgravcs, "lntrodlK."tion," in 
rornp~Jtes aEslimlle de La B«IU, ed. Louis 0csgrolVC5 (Perigurd: Williillll Blake and Co., 
1991 ), pp. 9-44, at p. 27 0 
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circulated covertly as a manuscript (Cardinal Richelieu is said to have sought 
it! until 1727. when it would appear in print again as an appendix to a Piene 
Coste edition of Montaigne 's Essais.l1 
Because of this belated and complicated print history, the dating of the 
manuscript tradition is of great interest. Do the manuscripts predate or 
postdate the print tradition? Which manuscript is the earliest one? Does the 
earliest copy also offer the best text? The debate over these questions has 
focused on three early manuscripts of the Sm•itude r•olontaire housed at the 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. They are the de Mesmes manuscript (Fonds 
fran'<ais 839), the Dupuy manuscript (Fonds Dupuy 239, bound with another 
document with the cote Dupuy 238), and an unnamed manuscript (Fonds 
fran'<ais 2015 7 ). There is consensus that a fourth manuscript of the Smoih,dt 
r•olontaire, also housed at the BnF (Fonds fran'<ais 17298), is a later copy. 13 I wiU 
nonetheless suggest below that it is of more than passing interest. 
Nadia Gontarbert has undertaken the most extensive study of the 
manuscript tradition. She dates the three early manuscripts of the Smoitude 
I'OWnfL•ire at the Bibliotheque nationale to the sixteenth century and contends 
that they all predate the print tradition. Based on a founidable philological 
analysis, she asserts that the de Mesmes manuscript in the oldest. In her 
It On Ri~:hdicu, sec Tallcmant dt:s Reaux, Les Hisl.uiUtta, cd. Geurgt-s Mungridim, 
8 vols., t. 2 1Pari~: Gamier Frcn-s, n.d.J, p. 48. &curding to Magnien, the fust printed 
t·dition of the Stwitutle z•oltJntaire after tht· sixteenth century wa.., Etienne de La Boetie, 
~Diswurs d'E..,tienne de La Buetie, de Ia Servitude vulontain: Ou le Contr'un," in 
Es.lfzi.r de Midu:l tie Munllrigne, cd. P. Coste (La Haye: P. GoSliC & J. Ncauhne, 
1727), pp. 74-136. &'t' Magnien #17. I have exanlined another 1727 Coste edition of 
tht· E.wzi.r (Gmeva: M. M. Bousquet & Cnmp.), which al."'1 contains the &ruiluJe 
rllimllarc on pagL-s 7 4-136 of the fdth volunu:. Accnrding to Gabriel Richou, cd., 
/TJII(Tiflarr: tie /11 Co/Jediun ties OUZTIJ:es et dotuments rtwris par J. -F. P<!)tn et ]. -B. &slide Sll1 
Michel tie Munllligne (Paris: Librairie de Leon Tct:hencr, 1878), a single pre-publication 
copy remains of a 1724 cemurcd edition of the Es.rni.s that WiL'I to contain the text of the 
Stnoitutle rolunlltirt ( 14 ). Thi.~ infounation i." repeated in the ulltdugue linira/e des lines 
imprimiJ tie u1 Bibliothique naliuna/e, vol. 117 (Paris: Imprimeric nationale, 1932), entry 
# I 7 6 under the artide "Montaigne." I have examined the t:Opy in qua1ion and 
d<.1cnnined that the bibliographical intimnation recorded in the t:atalogua i~ inconc(.1. 
In fat:t, these volumes compri!K! an impcrfet.1 example of Coste's 1745 edition, 7 vols. 
(Park Martinet). The misidt:ntification occurred because the title is missing and, 
in a footnote dated "20 octobre 1724" on page 2 of volume Vll, the cen!IOr Blanchard 
records his appmval of the text of Montaigne's letter.~ and Coste's notes to the Es.rni.s. (A 
manuscript note on the tlyleaf of volume I of the mi.'iidentificd copy points to this 
ftK>tnotc in justifying the 1724 as the publication date of the text.) Thi~ appmval 
however i.., nut cvidt'Ilt:e of the text's publication in 1724, but r&hcr indicata that it 
was in 1724 that Blanchard approved the letters and noto for publication. The note in 
question, which appears in numemu.~ and perhaps all CO!Ite edition~ of the Es.rni.s, is 
found on page 2 of volume vn of the 17 45 edition. 
11 Fur a suct:in(.1 description of the!le manuscripts, sec, in addition to the edition!! of 
the Stwitutle oolmtairr: cited here, Desplat, Ln &i'tie: Le mif:istrot mysliles, p. 
84; Magnico, Ftiew de Ln &itie, pp. 19-20; and Girot, "Une vrntion inconnuc," p. 552, 
n. 5. 
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opinion, it is also the best text, by which she means the closest to a ptesumed 
original, and should therefore continue to be used as the basis for modern 
editions. She suggests that the other extant manuscripts descend from the de 
Mesmes copy. Moreover, according to Gontarbert, Fram;ais 20157 was 
possibly the copy used to prepare the text of the Smihuk 1•owntairt found in the 
Mtmoires.1 4 She also aigues that two related texts appended to the de Mesmes 
copy of the Strz.jhuk l•oiDntairt but in a hand from it, one entitled 
"'Extraits du livre de La boitie pour y respondre" and the other entitled 
"Contre La Boetie," were written more or less contemporaneously with the 
production of the copy of the Sm•itudt l'OWntain they are bound with.lj For this 
reason, she suggests that "Contre La Boetie" offers insight into the early 
reception of the Stnihu!t 1•oiDntairt before its publication as Protestant 
propaganda in the 1570s colored the text's meaning. 
Fraa~aia 139 (tlae 'de Mesmes' maaaac:ript) 
Gontarbert's hypothesis about the date of composition of the '"Extraits" 
and '"Contre La Boetie" does not survive careful scrutiny. I adduce two kinds 
of evidence to support this contention. The first concerns the paper on which 
these documents are written and the second concerns a reference in "'Contre 
La Boetie" to a published work. The '"Extraits" and "Contre La Boetie" are 
written on paper bearing a distinctive wateunark that probably dates from the 
1580s. Based on the coat of arms of the Universite de Paris, the watermark 
consists of three Fleurs de Lys in a chevron formation within a shield, 
surmounted by a book suspended from clouds. Above the shield is a 
quatrefeuilles on a stem while below it there is a banner containing the name 
SoNIVEJ.I.E. This watermark, used by Simeon NiveUe le jeune, couesponds 
with Briquet #1843, as Michel Magnien has altcady noted. 11i 
B See Nadia Gontarbcn, "Pour une k"t.1Un: politique de Lt1 SmriJude l'oltmltlirt 
d'Estimne de La Boetic," de Ill Societi ~ Amis de n°)3-14, 1983, pp. 
93-104 and .. Pour unc lct..1ure politiquc de Ia ~are II," B.,Uttin dt 16 Suaeli 
des Amis dt Mllllltlig;w:, n° 1!)..16, 1983, pp. 61-84, a.-. wcU as her prefatory C!iSil)'li in 
Etienne de La Btx!tie, Dt k1 sm>itlldt l'uloltlflirt. 014 Conb-iul, ed. Nadia Gontarbcn (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1993). Gontarbcn rcl'>lpitulated her fundamental findings, unfununatcly 
withuut re!;ponding to the t.Titiques of Bourgt.·on di!I(."US.'ied below, in Nadia Gontarben, 
"La Servitude volontairc: Pour unc reappropriation du lang-.age," in Ettemw: dt Ln Boelie: 
~ tt ptNfl ~tim, cd. Man:cl Tetel (Paris: H. Champion, 2004), pp. 
307-316. According to Calemard, the first modem edition of the NJonlltin to be 
based on the de MesmC!; DWllL'ICript w.u Etienne de La &Ctie, Nutia 
111r Ln Botlie l'tllfli dt Monllligrre SIIUV de Ln Smriludt Hlontairt. tlmurk /JfMr 16 selmt 
le ,,; Iexie dt lialtevr, dil/l'f~ 1111 • • tt ed. J .-F. Paycn (Paris: 
Firmin Oidut 1853). 
~~ A transcription of the text of the .. Exttaits du textc: de La Boetic pour y 
repcmdre"-or at ka.'lt of the readily legible pans-may be found in Gontmhttt's edition 
nf Dt 16 Se"'itm/e l'Olonlllirt ou Conb- iln, pp. 196-211. 
IIi See C. M. Briquet, Lts Fi/igattes: DiciWMtrilt llisllltiqut ties marqws till p.J/i~ des 1tut 
fi/JPfllition wu I 282 ju.rqu ia /600, 2nd cd., 4 vol'i. (Leipzig: V crlag von Karl W. 
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·'Contre La Boetit"" also contains a reference to the Stephanus edition and 
translation of Callimachus' hymns and epigrams, Callimachi Cyrnuui hymni (cwn 
suis scholiis graecis) & epigrammata, published in Geneva in 15 77. At the top of 
fol. 16r of the manuscript, we find the following sentence, which quotes in 
Latin translation from the "Hymn to Jupiter" by Callimachus: "Le poete 
Callimachus diet ainsy a Jupiter Ab joue sunt Reges post jouem nihil est 
divinius usque Regibus." This translation resembles that of Stephanus, which 
is included in an appendix to Callimachi Cyrnuui I!Ymni: "Ab loue sunt reges. 
nihil est diuinius vsquam/Regibus" (Ill). Moreover, in the margins offol. 16r 
of ''Contre La Boetie," we find a page number ("pa. 5") and possible variants 
for a word in the original Greek-is it A~1v TCi~1v or ACi~1v? The handwritten 
Latin text continues for more than half the page, and then the author remarks, 
''Cecy st" dira en partant de Stephan us." On page 5 of the 15 77 Callimachus 
edition, the reader will find both the Grt'ek verse quoted in Latin translation in 
the de Mt"smes manuscript ('TK 5E A1~ Baa1Af!Es. hr£1 A1~ oVSEv av6acTC.lv/ 
6E1onpov" J and, in the marginal scholia of the Greek text of the hymn, a gloss 
to th<" next line in the poem that records the same variants listed in the de 
Mesmes manuscript. 
Based on this f'vidence, I conclude that "Contre La Boeti<"" could not 
have been written before 15 77, date of the publication of the third volume of 
thf' Memoirts dt l'estat dt France in which the firSt appeared in 
print.l7 Therefore, the two texts bound with thf' de Mesmes copy of the Stnrit,uk 
r·olontaire do not predatt" the publication by Protestants of La Boetie's treatise. 
The more significant debate concerns the dating of the de Mesmes copy 
of the Sm·itudt r•olontaire itself and not the dating of the texts bound with it. 
Jean-Louis Bourgf'On has vigorously and influentially contested Gontarbert's 
assessment of the manuscript. He argues that such details as handwriting and 
paper size clearly date the copy of the r>Olontaire in the de Mesmes 
manuscript to the seventeenth century.IH Bourgeon concludes that modem 
editions of the Sm•itudt r•olontaire should be based on the 15 77 edition of the 
Memoires dt l'estat dt France or on Fran~ais 2015 7. Fran~oise Bayard affirms this 
position in her "Presentation" to the Imprimerie nationale edition of the 
Hicr.;cmann, 1923). Briquet remarks that "Lcs types 1836 a 1846, aux annes de 
l'Universitc de Paris, sont tu~jnurs du nom de Simeon Nivclle, qui eto&it 
l'un des papctiers jures de I'Universite. Lcs Nivelle Cto&it.nt de Troyes et l'un d'cux, 
Simeon, expluitait des 1511, Ia papetcrie de V annes. D est pos.'lible que ce Simeon .Ut 
eu un m~. ou un successcur de memc nom que lui, pui<;<Ju'on uouve ce num faligr.we 
dan~ du papicr jU'i<jU'aux derniers annecs du XVI• !!iCcle" (Fdigranes, t. I, p. 136).1n his 
massively researched tome on the paper and papcnnakcrs of the TmycN n:gion, Le 
Clcrt explains that Simeon did indeed have a !IOn. See Lc Clert, u Ptlf!ier, t. II, p. 409. 
Sec also Raymond Gaudriault, Filigrnnes et mJJro mmcliri.sliiJues des Jxtllim jabriquis 111 
Frana nut XVII' tt XVI/r siicles (Paris: Edition.~ du CNRS, 1995 ), p. 249. 
17 This manuscript deliCrves a mnre det.Ulcd study of Olal'ginal comments and 
pmbable sources, a~ Gontarbcrt herself n:ntarb. 
IB Jean-Louis Buur~on, "La BcM:tic [sic] Pamphletaire," BibliD/htque tt 
&nttimmct, vol. 51, n° 2, 1989, pp. 289-300. 
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Smritudt r•o/ontairt, which is indeed based on Fram;ais 2015 7 and the Mmwires.I!J 
Nonetheless, while Gontarbert is mistaken about the dating of the "Extraits," 
my findings strongly suggest that the copy of the Sm-ibvlt r•olontairt bound with 
it does date to the sixteenth century, as she contended. My fmdings also 
support the possibility that this manuscript is the oldest of the known copies, 
although they do not prove it. (I do not seek here to resolve the even thornier 
question of which manuscript offers the best text, although I will suggest in 
concluding that too much concern for the identification of the best text may 
distract us from potentially more fruitful avenues of inquiry.) 
Bourgeon contends that the manuscript is not written in a sixteenth 
century hand. Fortunately, since the debates of the paleographers may be 
infmite, I can adduce other evidence to support my skepticism about his 
objection. Yet again, the manuscript in question is on paper bearing a readily 
identifiable watermark. It consists of the device of Charles IX: two interlaced 
columns surmounted by a crown. To the device is added a quatrefeuilles on a 
stem above and the name EDMON DENISE in a banner below. This 
wateJmark is Briquet #4432 and it is found on paper dating from as early as 
1556, with a lacuna until 1563.tu (1563 is a particularly evocative date, given 
that it is also the year of La Boetie's death.) Briquet observes that since Charles 
IX did not become king until 1560, the 1556 date might not be accurate, 
although it does appear on two separate documents he examined. He surmises 
that they could be later copies of a document from 1556. In any case, the 
paper is well-attested in ~ 1560s and 15 70s and, on April 7 1564, Denise 
recieved "lettres patentes" pennitting him to use the device in the watennarks 
for his paper.tl As for the question of size, Briquet notes that with this very 
paper, Edmond Denise introduced a larger fotmat that would gradually 
spread through France.t2 We can thus be confident that the de Mesmes 
manuscript indeed offers an early witness of the text of the r•olontaire 
and not a late seventeenth-century copy, as Bourgeon and those influenced by 
him have contended. 
It is worth noting that the three papennaking families identified thus far 
were intimately linked. The Denise and Le Be families intermarried in the late 
fifteenth century. Both traced their nobility back to the same ancestor, 
Simonne Le . 2~ They also married into and worked closely with 
19 Ibid., p. 292 n. 10. Sec also Fr.w~oisc Bayard, "Presentation," in Diswtm de Ia 
Stwitudt oolontnin, c:d. Fr.w~oisc Bayard (P-.uis: Imprimcric nationalc, 1992), pp. 7-41, a1 
p. 25. 
211 Ma,;uicn identifia the Walc::unark as Briquet #4433, whit:h i~ quite similar to 
#4432. He !ltlgb'\'sts that the paper W".L~ made during the reign of Henri II. Fur rca.'iliOS 
about tn be di.'l(;ns.'!Cd in the body of thi.\ C!l!laY, there arc reasons to doubt sut:h an early 
date: ,J( fabrication. 
21 Lc: Clcrt, I.e t. U, p. 305. · 
:rl Briquet, FtJiHtJ~~ttJ, t. IV, pp. 269-270, and Gaudriault, Faligmnes tt nulro 
IUJues, p. 87. 
2' Lc: Clcrt explains that "Appartenant a Ia nublC!I.'!C champinoisc: dite noblesse du 
vcntre,les Denise av-.uent adopte lcs annoircs d'Wlc de leurs aiculcs,Jacqucttc de Br.1y, 
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the Nivelle family in the sixteenth century.N Because of their sh~d ancestors 
the Gompasseurs, the arms of the Denise, Le Be, and NiveUe families all 
included three compasses in pyramid fonnation.1'' Wateunarks associated with 
these families appear on the paper used to make Vb. 49, the de Mesmes 
manuscript, and Franc;ais 2015 7. They also appear on documents bound with 
the Dupuy manuscript and with Franc;ais 17298. 
Dupuy 239 
Dupuy 239, which consists of the Sm•itude r•owntaiu, is bound with another 
manuscript, Dupuy 238, entitled "Voiages, & Relations" (fol. 4r). The Dupuy 
copy of the Smitude r•oluntaire is written on paper bearing two different 
watermarks, both of which are pitchers (referred to by Briquet as "pots"). One 
of the two is readily identifiable. It consists of a pitcher surmounted by a fleur 
de lys with a handle on one side and an upside down heart in the middle. This 
is Briquet #12561 and it is attested around the years 1572-1574 in Orleans. 
The papermaker has not been identified. The other watermark might be 
Briquet # 12553, although this identification is tentative. Briquet # 12553 is 
attested in documents from the 1560s. 
On the first page of the codex, there is a note dated 13 February 1894 
indicating that the "Volume" is "compose de 2 parties." Although this ~s 
not necessarily mean that the two manuscripts were joined during Dupuy's 
lifetime, certain details concerning Dupuy 238 seem worth mentioning here. 
The "Table du contenu de ce Livre" (5r; is on paper bearing a watermark 
with the name IAQVELEBE in a banner underneath the letter "B," which is 
itself surmounted by a flower with five petals on a stem emerging from a 
crown. Briquet remarks that similar watermarks with this name ~ found 
from the 1590s "jusqu'en 1626 et peut-etre au-dela" (note to #8083). 
Gaudriault demonstrates that there were examples into the 1630s the 
discussion of Franc;ais 17298 below). Paper "signed" Jacques Le Be 
appears in both Franc;ais I 7298 and 2015 7, and elsewhere in Dupuy 238. The 
first travel account in "Voiages, & Relations" is entitled "Voiage de Monsieur 
d'Aramont ambassadeur pour leRoy a Constantinople es annees 1547, 1548, 
1549" (7r). It is written on paper with the name IAQVEI.EBE in a banner 
under the letter "B," in this case within a shield surmounted by a crown. This 
might be Le Clert #200, which is found around 1596-1606. 
One final document bound in Dupuy 238 also merits mention here. 
Entitled "Voiage qui a este fait de Paris iusques a Ia Chine par teue par le 
Sieur de Feine," it is written on paper bearing a watermark com(->Sed of the 
qui lt.-s tcnait eUe-mcme de sa grand'mi:rc, Simonnc Lc Compa~scur ( ... ].Perot Dmi'lt' 
avait epouse, avant l'annC:e 1483,Jacqnrtte de Bray, fille dejcan de Br.ly Iejeune, ct 
pctitc-flllc de Jean de Bray l'ainC: et de Simonnc Le Compa'II!Cur dont Ia fillc, 
Marguerite de Bray, fut mariec a jean Lc Bcr (ou Le Be)" (I.e Papin, t.II, pp. 303-304). 
11 Set: Lc Clert, I.e Papin, 0: 40&-7. 
1:i On the arms. !ICC ibid.. Planche XXIV. and t. II. o. 303. 
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name EDMONDENISE inside a banner suunounted by a crown of laurels 
over two other crowns. This watermark is probably Gaudriault #413, which 
dates to the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.26 Intriguingly, it or 
a very similar watermark is also found in a document bound with the copy of 
the · in Fran~ais 2015 7. This paper was probably made by the 
son of the Edmond Denise who was the fabricant of the paper on which the de 
Mesmes copy of the · r·okmtaire is written. He is known to have 
collaborated extensively withjacques I..e BeP 
Fraa~ai• 20157 
Fran~ais 2015 7, another miscellany comprised of various documents 
bound together in a codex, comes from the collections of the Sainte-Marthe 
brothers. Containing a fascinating auay of materials, it, like the Folger 
manuscript, merits a dedicated study of its own. Most of the materials in 
Fran~ais 2015 7 seem to have been gathered or written with an eye towards 
eventual publication in one format or another. Others consist of fmancial 
analyses of possible publishing endeavors or projects to curry favor at the 
court. Documents in the · include travel journals, regional histories, 
genealogies, lists of members of the French court to whom free copies of books 
had been distributed. a note about a possible Arabic edition of the Koran as 
well other publishing endeavors in "oriental" languages, and a census of parish 
churches in France. Documents dated as late as the 1670s are bound in the 
codex. 
The copy of the Sen•itudt r•okmtaire found in Fran~ais 20 15 7 is written on 
paper bearing a watermark comprised of two capital letter "B"'s back-to-hack 
wearing a crown surmounted by a qnauefeuilles. Another example of paper 
made by the Le Be family, this is Briquet #9273 and/or perhap6 Gaudriault 
#744 (see also Le Clert #197). According to Briquet, the earliest attestation of 
the watermark is 1586; Gaudriault says it was usffi quite frequently in docu-
ments dated 160 I and 1602 but is found in documents dated as late as 
1618. 
Based on the watermark, I propose that Fran~ais 20 15 7 was 1101 used to 
prepare the text of the Seii'itwk rokmtaire appearing in the Mmwires, as 
Gontarbert, Bourgwn, and Bayard have hypothesized. Instead, it is probable 
that Fran~ais 2015 7 was copied from the Mtmoires-or from a manuscript 
tradition closely linked to it. 
In addition to the r•okmlaire, three other documents in Fran~ais 
2015 7 merit particular attention here. All are religious texts and they 
immediately precede and follow the Stnoihuft rokmtaire. The first, which do«:s 
not have a title, is on paper bearing a watermark comprised of the name 
EDMONDENISE in a under three crowns-a watermark very similar 
• 
~ I..c: Clcrt however gives 15 73 fur thi~ watcmtark. Sec: I..c: Clcrt #II 0. 
27 Sec Gaudriault, Fi/iqattts II au1rts cnmcfiristil[ues, p. 198. and Le Clat, Le PtiJMr, t. ll, 
D. 309. 
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if not identical to the paper in the Dupuy manmcript on which the "Voiage 
qui a este fait de Paris iusques a Ia Chine par teue par le Sieur de Feine" is 
written. The second, entitled MediJalion Chrestimne, sur le point de Ia dissolution de 
L 'Arne d'anc le corps. is on paper bearing a watermark comprised of the capital 
letter "'B" with a quatrefeuilles on a stem emerging out of a diamond with two 
leaves above and a banner reading IAQUELEBE below.t11 This is also similar 
to paper fonnd in Dupuy 238 and Fran~ais 17298. The Meditation comes 
immediately before the Sm•iludt l'olontaire. A third religious tract, on the subject 
of true happiness, follows La Boetie 's treatise. 
I point to these documents for st>veral reasons. As if its potentially 
inflammatory nature required containment and despite its paucity of Christian 
references, the copy of the Srn•itzult 1•olontaire in Fram;ais 20157 is suuonnded 
by religious tracts about the afterlife that advocate submission to God. (In 
Frantyais 17298, the Senoitude !•olontaire is more ambiguously followed by texts 
concerning the "Divers moiens dont se sont servis nos Rois pour faire des 
emprnnts" (fol. 142r).) Perhaps more intriguing is the fact that the two 
documents preceding the Senoitwk !•olontdire are on paper made by the Denise 
and Le Be families. Might these documents have once been bonnd separately 
from the rest of the codex, or at the very least come from the same source? 
FriUl~ais 17298 
lbe copy of the Srn·itztde 1•olontaire bound in Frantyais 17298 is comprised of 
paper bearing two different watermarks. Both are variations of the coat of 
anns of France and Navane. One has the name TDAUREIJ .E in a banner 
below the shield According to Gaudriault, Thomas Daurelle was based in 
Ambert and active from 1633 to 1646 ( 195 ). The second watermark has a 
small cartouche nnder the shield bearing the initials AB or AR. Delanney 
reproduces a water mark very similar but not identical to this one with the 
initials AB in the cartouche (#168). The initials stand for Antoine Boy of 
Chamalieres and the paper bearing his initials dates to aronnd 1640. 
Frant;ais 17298 includes paper made by Jacques Le Be. A blank folio 
immediately following the 1•olontairt bears a wateunark with 
IAQVELEBE nnder the letter '"B" which is itself suamonnted by a flower with 
five petals on a stem. A similar water mark is fonnd on a document near the 
end of the codex. After the title page, there is also a table of contents entitled 
"TABLE Des Pieces contenues dans ce Volume," which has a watermark 
comprised of the capital letter "B" sunnonnted by a quatrefeuilles and with 
two banners below. The first banner contains the name IAQUEI.EBE and the 
second a year, which may be 1633. This is probably Gaudriault #743.:l9 
til Sec Pierre Delannay, Fzligranes d"AmltWJe: des .filWanes rrlair JilT les pnpiers 
d"rrrchWes ri"AultfkHe, Mcmoircs de I'Ar.:adcmie des Sciences, Belle5-Letttcs c:t Arb de 
Clennunt-Fenand (Clennont-Ferrand: A<·ademie deli Sciences, Bdlcs-ldtrcs c:t Arts 
de Clcrmont-Ferrand, 1997). 
2!l Gaudriault notes thai .. L'in!ICriprion de Ia date rc!lte lungtempL\ exceptionnelle. On 
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Finally, many of the folios in the codex have a watermark consisting of a 
device with three compasses in pyramid formation within interlaced columns 
surmounted by a crown. In a banner below is the name NICOLASDENISE. 
Based on the Denise family arms, this watermark is Gaudriault #79, which 
dates to 1636-3 7 _3u 
Varia.ata 
I present and discuss below a few of the more intriguing variants found in 
the Folger manuscript. Often, the text in Vb. 49 is identical to that found in 
the de Mesmes manuscript where there are variants in the other early copies. 
This is not, however, always the case sometimes the Folger manuscript offers 
the same reading as other manuscripts where they differ from the de Mesmes 
copy. Particularly suggestive are variants shared by the Folger and Ambrosian 
manuscripts, although there are also points where the Ambrosian manuscript 
has the same text as the de Mesmes copy when there is a variant in Vb. 49. 
Some variants are unique to the Folger In general, where the 
Folger manuscript differs from the de Mesmes manuscript, the language in the 
Folger manuscript is simpler. At moments, the syntax is less complicated. 
What might be considered superfluous words or redundant phrases are fre-
quently absent. On rare occasions the text is more expansive, as if augmented 
to clarify an idea. There are also occas\onal differences in vocabulary. 
I compiled the following list of variants by comparing the text of the 
Folger · with the text of the Smtihult 1'0/ontaire found in Nadine 
Gontarbert's edition and with the Ambrosian · Gonterbert follows 
the de Mesmes manuscript which, for better or for worse, and despite some 
debate, is still the privileged witness of the text.31 She has also conducted the 
most extensive collation of the early manuscripts and print editions to date, 
listing variants from the 15 77 and 15 78 editions of the Memoires and from 
Dupuy 239, Fran~ais 17298, and Fran~ais 20157. Citations below from the de 
Mesmes manuscript and from these other versions of the text are drawn from 
remarque le cas du papctier troyen Jacques Le Bt qui, dans lcs anntts 1630, porte 
dans stll fcuilles une date a Ia "lite de !!On nom" (Filigrnne.r et autres arTl&:lilistiques, p. 27 ). 
30 Briquet that "Trois membres de Ia lamillc lk-ni~ ont employ~ cc:s 
armes : Claude, de 15 7 5-88 environ; Edmund, de 1584-89; cnfm Nicolas, en 1631 et 
pcut-etrc plu.~ tard" (FJJigmnes, t. I, p. 96). 
~~ On 110mc: of the: more peculiar readings found in the de Mt-sntcs manuscript, sec: 
Andre Toumon, "Sur quelques a.-;perites du Discours de Ia Servitude volontairc," 
MunJllicne , vol. XI, 1999, pp. 61-76. The hlitiM dt ri.fbma fur the SmiJudt oolonlttin 
remains that edited by Malcom Smith from the de Mt.'Sil\CS manu.o;cript but this edition 
does not include the v.uiants found in the other manuscripts. A version of this edition, 
updated by Michel Magnicn, wa.~ issued in 2001: Etienne de La BoCtic:, Dt In 
IIOlofttnitr flll Cllfltr'llla, ed. Maloolm Smith with additional notes by Michel Magnicn, 
T cxta liticr.Airu lranljOlis (Geneva: Droz, 2001 ). See the: Clllfi/Jie medal of thU edition by 
Jean Balsamo, Bibliotlteque tfH11111fllli.srM et &.ni.ssma, vol. LXIV, D 0 3, 2002, pp. 787-
789. which al!iO offers an cxccllt.-nt svnooliis of the stale of La Buerie studies in 2002. 
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Gontarbert's edition. Text from the Folger and Ambrosian copies are my own 
transcriptions of the manuscripts. 
I begin with a simple variant shared by several manuscripts. 
De Mesnaes: voir un million d'honune~ ... (fol. I; 79) 
Folger: voir ung milion de mil ions d'hommes ... (li1l. 44v) 
According to Gontarben's edition, this variant is found in both Fran~fais 
2015 7 and 17298, and in both the 15 7 7 and the 15 78 editions of the Memoires. 
It is also found in the Ambrosian manuscript. As the following example shows, 
however, the Folger manuscript does not always share variants with Fran~faiS 
2015 7 and the editions of the Memoires. 
De Mesanes: voila c:crte unc pamllc vraicmcnt appartmantc a Caton ( ... ) Ia c:hmc 
nu.-sn1c parll·ra ct jugcra l'on a belle avcnturc qu'il cstoit Romain, ct 
nc dcdans Romme,et lors qu'dk C!ltoit librc. (fol. 13; 101) 
FolJer: voyant ccrtc~ unc pamlk vraycmcnt appartcnantc a Caton .... La 
chose parlcr.t ct Jugcra Ion a belle adventure qu'il cstoit Romain, et 
nc dans Ia vrayc Rome ct lo~ qu'cllc e-.1oit librc. (fol. 51v) 
Franr;:ais 20157 and the two editions of the Memoires have "Voyla vrayment 
une parole appanenante de Caton .... " The Ambrosian manuscript has a 
similar reading: "Voyla vrayement une parole appartenant a Caton" (63r). 
Only the Folger manuscript has the variant "voyant" as the first word of the 
passage. The particular phrasing of the evocation of Rome, which varies 
widely across the different copies, is also unique to the Folger manuscript. 
Others variants, such as the following, are more complicated and less 
felicitous. 
De Mesmes: vou.' scmes vos fruic:ts, afin qu 'il en lace lc dcg-.t.'lt; vou.~ meubles ct 
rcn1pli~s vos maisons, afin de foumir a scs pillcrics ... (fol. 6; 87-88) 
Folgu: vou.' c:uciUcs vus fruit.1~ affm qu'ill."tl fal:c lc dcg-.t.'il, vus meubles alfm 
de foumir a scs vollcrycs ... (ti,J. 47r) 
Although the point is the same in the two versions, "semes" is more 
compelling than "cuilles," suggesting as it does not just the harvesting of fruit 
that will be taken by a tyrant but also the loss of the longer-tenn investment 
involved in planting and cultivating. The absence of "rempl.issk" would not 
profoundly change the sense of the passage, but for the fact that in the Folger 
· "meubles" has also gone from being a verb to a noun and the 
personal pronoun "vous" has become the possessive adjective "vos!" This 
fairly complicated and rather strange variant is unattested in the other 
manuscripts. Variants such as this one demonstrate that some care went into 
the orocess of revisinll the text of the z•olontairt. More care was 
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than would be necessary merely to delete the occasional redundant phrase 
without damaging the syntax of the texL The variant even maintains a parallel 
structure of sorts. But that "meubles" has become the direct object of "'cuilles" 
in a comprehensible but peculiar locution suggests that the revision process, 
while careful, was not meticulous. It is also worth noting that the Folger 
manuscript joins with Fran~ais 2015 7 and the 15 77 and 15 78 editions of the 
Mrmoires in offering "volleryes" where the de Mesmes manuscript has 
"pilleries," as does the Ambrosian manuscript (fol. 59v). 
In the following example, the Folger manuscript has a unique variant in a 
passage that varies gready across the extant early copies. It also shares one 
minor variant with the Dupuy manuscript not otherwise attested. 
De Mesmesl a Athcncs ni a Spartc n'cnvoia il point, poun:c que l:CUS que: Dairc 
scm pen: y avuit t·nvuic, lcs Athenicns ct It-s Spartains en avnicntjettC:-s 
les uns dcdans lcs I(JssCs, lt.-s autrcs dan.' k-s puits ... (li.1l. 11-12; 99) 
F a Athaaes ny a Esparthc n 'envoy a il point pource que ceulx que 
Daire scm perc y avoit cnvuycz lcs Athcnints ct les l..al:cdcmonicns en 
avuycnt Jectc lcs ungs dcdan.~ les tils.o;cz ks autn-s dcdans ks puyts ... 
(fol. 50v) 
A Sp;ancs ny a Athcncs n'cnvuya il point pour l:C que l:CUX que Dairc 
son perc y avuit cnvoycz pour fain: parcillc dcmandc, lcs Span;ains, ct 
lcs Athcnitns t."Il avuit gt:ttc ks w1s dans des tiJS.-;cz, les autrt.-s dans des 
puits ... (fol. 62v) 
The Folger manuscript is the only one to have "I .acedemonians" for 
" The prepositions in the latter part of the passage vary across the 
early copies of the texL Only the Folger and the Dupuy manuscripts have 
"dedans les fossez ... dedans les puyts." While using "Lacedemonians" in the 
place of "Spartains" is dearly a significant variant, I doubt that the difference 
between "dedans" and .. dans" is helpful in establishing manuscript filiation. I 
also reproduce the text of this passage in the Ambrosian manuscript because it 
offers an interesting and otherwise unattested variant that expands the texL 
In the next two passages, what could be considered redundant text 
appearing in the other manuscripts, including the Ambrosian copy, is absent 
from the Folger The first example, a well-known and rhetorically 
heated moment in the r•olontain, differs widely across the various 
mannS<:ripts. 
De Mes..._a Mais o bun dicu, que pcut cstrc ccla? conm1ent dirom nou~ que ccla 
s'appcUe? qucl nwlhcur est t.-clui Ia? que! vice uu plu'itot qucl 
malllcurenx vice ... (li1l. 2; 80) 
Mai.~ o bon dieu que pcult cstn: t.-ela? que pouvons dire que ccla 
s'appeUc, queUe vice ou plustost queUe malhcurcu-;c vit:c ... (ful. 45r) 
Mais o bon DIEV: que peut elltrc cela? t:ot1m1cnt dinms nous que 
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cela ,'appclle ~ qud mall1cur est ccluy Ia? qud vent? ou plustot qud 
malilcureux vent ? (fol. 5 7v) 
The Ambrosian copy has the same text as the de Mesmes manuscript, with the 
exception of the inuiguing reading of "vent" for '"vice," as Girot has discussed 
at some length. The second passage is a less celebrated moment but perhaps a 
more substantial variant: 
De Mesutes: ils s'apprivoiscnt de lui obcir, et s'en ficr t<mt que dc lui dunncr 
quelques av.mtagl-s ... (fol. 2; 80) 
Folgu: il' sapprivoiscnt de luy obeyr ct lui dunner qudz ques advantagl-:. ... 
(fol. 45r) 
This is another passage in which there is a variant in the Folger manuscript 
while the Ambrosian and de Mesmes manuscripts have the same text. 
Although the matter is debatable, it seems to me that these two raccourcisstmmts 
in the Folger copy do not substantially alter the sense of the . The same 
cannot be said about the next example. 
In this passage, one phrase is cut from the text and another J"(vised, 
perhaps to clarify the original. The result, however, is that the meaning of the 
text has been subtly but significantly changed. 
De Mesmes: entrl" les gens librcs !:'est a l'envi a qui mieulx mienx, chacun pour le 
bil'11 cummun, chat:un pour soi; iL~ s'attcndl'11t d'avoir tou.~ leur 
part ... (ful. 15; 106) 
Entre les gens de bien ct librcs c'est a k-nvy a qui mit.•nlx mieulx ct qui 
plus soignieuscmcnt chcrchc pour soi, Ia ou ils s'attcndcnt d'avoir 
tou.~ leur part ... (t(,l. 53rJ 
Recognizing that a group's destiny affects that of its constituent members, 
in this passage La Boetie-if we can take the de Mesmes manuscript to 
rt>present La Boetie's text and ideas--suikes a balance between self-interest and 
the common good. The Folger · on the other hand, drops "le bien 
commun" and augments attention to the individual's efforts on his own behalf: 
"qui plus soignieusement cherche pour soi." This revision, while perhaps 
common-sensical, actually contradicts the overall sense of the · 
r·owntaire. The treatise contends that the desire to help those who are less 
fortunate and the desire to defend one's own interests are both natural, 
although they can be adulterated by voluntary servitude. According to the 
Smoihvie r•owntaire, tyranny functions by cultivating a pyramid scheme of self-
interest that is ultimately short-sighted. Whether this variant is an anomaly or 
can be said to function in tandem with other alterations to transform the 
Smoitttde r•oiDntaire's overall meaning is a question that merits its own sustained 
analysis. The Ambrosian manuscript is almost identical to the de Mesmes 
manuscript, the only difference being that "tous" is in a diffel'cnt place in the 
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phrase (fol. 64v-65r). 
The next two variants are quite substantial and not entirely unique to the 
Folger manuscript. In the following passage, a large amount of text present in 
the other manuscripts with the exception of the Ambrosian manuscript is 
absent from the Folger · 
De Mesmes1 cntn· aut res ..:hoses il dit u:la que Je, mauvai\ Rnis sc 'crvent 
d'estrangers a Ja guerre, Ct k-s MIWdats ne s'osans fier de mcnrc a 
leurs f.,''ens, a qui ils ont fait tort, lcs anne..'!> en main. il y a bien eu de 
buns mis qui on c..-u a leur !>elulde des nations estranJ.,'Cres, cumme del. 
fr.uu,:ois mesntes, et plu.~ ancorc d'autrcli1is qu 'aujourd'duy; mais a 
unt· autre intention pour garder les leurs, n 'c,'timant rico lc dnmmaJ.,'C 
dt· l'arJ.,'Cnl pour cspargner les honm1~, c'cst ..:c que di.o;(Jit &ipion ce 
nuis jt· lc gr.llld Afriquain qu 'il aimemit micux avoir sauvt un dtuicn 
que defait ..:cnt ennemis. mai' certes ccla ... lfol. 16; 107) 
entre autres ..:hc~St.-s il dic..1 ..:cia que lcs mauvais Ruis sont umtrainb se 
scrvir dt."lo estr.lllgers a Ia J.,'l.ll'lie ct lcs solduyent ne ~·osan' tier de 
mettre a leurs J.,'t:n' a qui ils ont faict tort ks arrnes en main Alai.~ 
ccrtcHcla ... (li1l. 53v) 
Entre autre' chost:s, il dit c.:cla qut· Je, mauvai\ Roys sc scrvent 
d't·strangers a Ia guerrc, ct Je, snldoyent, m· s'usan' fier de menre a 
kurs gem, ausqucls ils ont la.ict tort k-s annes l"ll Ia main. Cenes c.:c 
Ia ... (fol. 65r) 
This variant is particularly revealing because the missing passage is also absent 
from tht" Ambrosian manuscript and present in tht" Chambery manuscript but 
only in a marginal addition (Girot 564!. The following example shows another 
striking similarity between the Ambrosian and Folgrr manuscripts. 
De Mesmesa qu'il pcut tout, et qu'il ni admit, ni devoir aocun qui I' oblige, fai.\allt 
son estat de: cunter sa volontc pour raison, et n 'avuir compai!,'llOn 
au..:un, mai, d'estre de tuu.~ maistrc. Don..:qucs n'est pa.~ gr.llld pitic ... 
(fol. 25; 125) 
qu'il pcult tout, ct qui! ny a dmit ny devoir aw:un qui l'obligc, Mai~ 
quil est de tous le maistre. Duncqucs n 'est cc pas gr.llld pitie ... (fol. 
60r) 
qu 'il peut tout. Donques n 'est cc pa.\ grdlld pitie ... (lot. 70r) 
The passage that is condensed in the Folger manuscript is entirely omitted in 
the Ambrosian copy. These variants, not found in the manuscripts at the BnF, 
certainly suggest some relationship between the Folger and the Ambrosian 
· although as I have shown, there are other moments where the 
two copies seem to come from different textual traditions. 
One last major variant is worth mentioning. On fol. 56r, the Folger 
reproduces Du Bellay's translation of several verses from Book VI 
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of Virgil's Aeneid 1see figure 3). In both the de Mesmes manuscript and the 
Dupuy manuscript, what is presumably La Boetie's own translation is given in 
the text with Du Bellay's alongside it in the margins. The Folger manuscript is 
the only one to give du Bellay's translation in place of that of La Boetie. 
Coaclaaioa 
Tht" Sen-itude I'OloniJzirt is famously perplexing. It has provoked questions 
about the datt" of its composition, the establishment of a definitive text, its 
intendt"d meaning, even its authorship. The study of the manuscript tradition 
will continue to play an important role in addressing these concerns. In this 
essay, rather than focusing on interpretive issues, I have for the most part 
sought to make available infm mation about these manuscripts that might 
suggest avenues for future research. What might it mean that many of the 
known manuscripts of the Sm•ihu/t l'olonklirt are written on paper made by 
three related families operating in and around Troyes, and that the copies of 
the treatise not written on such paper are bound with documents that are? 
Given the proximity of the papeunakers to Paris and the calibt"r of their 
product, other lines of inquiry may prove more fruitful. How well can we track 
the sale and circulation of blank paper from the 1560s to the 1620s? Can we 
learn anything about-and from-the paper preferences of individuals and 
institutions in the same time period? 
In his discussion of the manuscript tradition, Girot argues that the 
presence of a copy of the Smtitwk 1•olonJairt in the papers of Gian Vincezo 
Pinelli demonstrates that the Smtihult l'olontairt circulated in ways more 
disparate than previously imagined. The documents bound with the Folger 
manuscript may give us further ideas about the circulation of the treatise. It is 
certainly intriguing that so many of the documents in the Folger manl!Script 
are related to Protestantism. The fact that Vb. 49 is a copy of another 
miscellany-or perhaps a compilation of other documents not themselves 
bound together-leaves open the possibility that we might be able to identify 
some of the originals. Whether this information can help us better our 
understanding of the Sm•ilw:Jt 1•olontairt or its circulation remains to be seen. 
Moreover, the recent discovery of heretofore unknown manuscripts in places 
as disparate as Milan and Washington, DC reminds us that there may be yet 
more manuscripts to be discovered. 
Girot also argues that the manuscript tradition is far more complicated 
than has usually been acknowledged and that the evidence he presents 
suggests that "il ne soit guere possible de faire l'economie d'une veritable 
edition critique de DSV" (565). In his compte rendu of an updated version of 
Malcolm Smith's edition of the Smoihv/e 1•olontairt, Jean with 
this fmding. Rather than reinforcing the authority of the de Mesmes 
manuscript, writes Balsamo, Girot's study "vient au contraire remettre en 
question les habituelles certitudes, confrrmer Ia coexistence de plusieun 
traditions manuscrites, et compliquer un stemma qui semblait jusqu'alors 
lineaire" (789). My consideration of the Folger manuscript has led to similar 
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conclusions. To my mind, however, this is far from being a cause for despair. 
Indeed, it may be a boon. A tum away from the pursuit of the earliest 
manuscript and the best text and towards the possible significance of 
documents bound with copies of the Sm>ihuie r•olonfilirt, the possible circulation 
of the codices and the documents they contain, and the ways in which variants 
may nuance the meaning of individual copies of the treatise holds out great 
promise for further research and discovery12. 
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